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Letter from the 
Managing Editor

Dear iWM readers,

More than half-way through another year, the word reSoLve strikes me as particularly interesting. often 
reserved for January 1st when we make our new Year resolutions, the notion of resolving ought to be 
revisited throughout the year, don’t you think?

So, if you made 2015 resolutions let me ask, “how’s it going?”

The word resolution is a noun; to resolve, however, is a verb. Ahhhh! Therein lays the difference!

To resolve is to decide, to confirm or to make a decision; wonderful starting place, but it is taking action on 
those decisions that is the game-changer. As with all things, it’s all about putting thoughts and words in 
to action; real action: not like wishing, hoping, planning and dreaming. Short of taking action, we remain 
passive participants in our own lives!

This edition of inspirational Woman Magazine shares brilliant perspectives on what it means to resolve 
and intends, as always, to inspire you to “change the tilt of your head” and recognize ways to fulfill your 
resolutions and to stop beating-up yourself when falling short. Therein lays the opportunity to reSoLve, 
to try again, to alter the path, the find new resources and to set new goals. 

Life is a day-to-day opportunity to re-new, to re-view, to re-align, to re-organize and to re-SoLve. resolving 
to do something should not be about conforming. rather, resolving should be about confirming. Confirm 
your strengths, your goals and your purpose. resolve to take tiny steps each and every day to be just a bit 
better and to do just a bit more. 

before you know it, you may just be looking back on the best year of your life.

That year begins when you resolve…

Happy New Day!

With kindest regards from all of TheiWLA team,

i remain sincerely, yours

beth Johnston
TheiWLA



Marjorie Aleo
rae boganey
Somer burgess
Linda Conner
Donna Delbene
Susan Duman
Cynthia Futter
Sally Gallot-reeves
Kathy harrison
Darlene huger Marsh
Michelle huggins
beverly Jones-Durr
Mary Kelly 
Shea Larson
Alice March
Cindy McGowan

Manufacturing
Healthcare
Not-for-profit/Charity
Law Enforcement
Healthcare
Social Services
Attorney
Healthcare
Financial Services
Education
Healthcare
Author
Education
Military/Defense
Coaching
Real Estate

TheIWLA is proud to announce that the following members 
have accepted  DELEGATE status representing continued 
excellence in their area of expertise.

valerie McKinney
Kimberly nickelberry
Donna osborne
Kay  Palmer Marsh
Kristin Pickett
Deanna reiss
Debbie Schaum
Tammy Shaw
erica Smith
Sue Thoens
helen Thuringer
Alejandra villarroel
Kay  White
Penne Wilson
Deborah Young

Transportation/Logistics
Hospitality
Financial Services
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Education
Sports/Recreation
Education
Retail
Education
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Electronics
Child Care/ Day Care
Real Estate
Education
Consulting
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Monica Abello
Mary ruth Abelt
Sue L Adams
Cindy C Ahn
Althea Albert-Santiago
beth Alfieri
Jennifer Alou
Laura P Alvarado
Jamilette Alvarez
barbara Anderson
Sandra Anderson
Deborah Ansel
Angela M Ansley
Ann-Marie Y Anthony-
Williams
Lidia belkis Archbold
Toula Argentis
Jenny Atas
Yesenia Avalos
Aileen M baker
Susan baloul
Avis barker
Marybeth baron
rona barrett
Gwen battle
Paula beach
Linda r beachman
Dana becker
Michele belfiore
Diana bello

TheIWLA proudly welcomes  and congratulates:

Luanne M benedict
nina M benton
Susan bernheisel
barbara C bethea
Yvette bethel
Julie birney
Kimberly A blair-Chambers
Jennifer L block
Danielle renee bockler
Joanne boissonneault
vicki boivin
Lisa M boone
Sue bowes
Mary beth brannon-
Shepherd
Alice b branton
Debra braselton
heather S breton
elizabeth brewer
Sandra brinlee
Donella P brockington
Kate A brooks
vicky brown
Ada brown
Cloretta G brown
hanne brown
Jill M bruzzichesi
Claire burgaud
Lesli A burkhead
Judy L burlingame

Sandra burnell
Charlotte burrie
Shelagh byatt
Gabriela Cabral
Gail r Campbell
Sandra Capek
Christine Joy Carafelli
Liz Carboni
Cynthia Carlton-Jarmon
Terrie e Carroll
rose M Carter
Marye e Carter
Claudia Caruso
Cynthia L Cates
Lisa Catron
Annette L Chambliss
Diana b Chappel
belinda Chavez
Christina L Chiba
Lisa Chierichetti-Jacques
Diana Chin
Stephanie Chipouras
Lisa A Chobot
Faith Christian
Kathleen Chytka
Mary Jo Cifrian
Cynthia A Clark
Joanne Clemente
Julie M Clifford
irene J Coffey
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Andrea L Colby
elisa Cole
Julia Coll
Danielle Collier
Kathy Condon
Alice Contreras
Alice Contreras
Lisa Cooley
Patricia Marie Corbett
Jan Cornelssen
nancy P Cotton
Carolyn Coulson
Margaret Cox
Dawn Cross
bonnie J Crouch
Michelle Crumbley
Coquette Cruz
Abby Cubey
Kimberly Curley
itamara Dall’Alba regis
Sue Dalpra
Kelly b Dalton
rhonda Daniels
Lydia M Daniels
Lisa M DaSilva
Ayman A Datoo
barbara Davis
Dianne L Davis
Lisa Dempsey
Maria Derylo

Christina DeSiato
Lisa Desjardins
Susan Fahey Desmond
Stephanie Devos
Peggy DeWig
Jennifer Dickson
elizabeth DiGiovanna
Marianne Doezema
Maryanne Doherty
edna Domingo
Dana M Donofree
Susan Doty
Susan Doyle, FLMi, ACS, 
MhP
Anne Dubois
Marie Duggan
Catherine Duggan
Mary e Dunne
valerie M Duttlinger
Karren edwards
Jennifer eliason
regina elliott
Stephanie ellison
Lisa emmons
Christina engers
elizabeth enriquez Damian
Diedra i eshcoff
beth Lang evans
Sandra Farmer
Kelly A Favre

TheIWLA proudly welcomes  and congratulates:

Katie Fedak
Katherine M Fellenstein
Carol M Fields
barbara Filippone
hollie J Fine
Leeanne  Fitzgerald
Janet huang Fitzpatrick
Lisa S Fleisig
beth  Fletcher
Crystal  Flynn
Kate  Ford
Christina  Forson
Christine A Fortier
Deborah A Freund
Lauren L Fritz-Mariner
Marlene  Frost
Charese  Fruge
Suzanne  Furrow
Stephanie A Gainous
Maria  Garcia
Patricia  Garofalo
Carol  Georgette
robin e Germany
Carla rae Girard
Marilyn M Goff
Mary  Goldman
veronica  Gonzalez 
Guerrero
Kristine L Gose
Danielle  Grande
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Dr Susan  Gray
eboni  Green
helen  Grimmett
Joanne A Guatto
Sabrina  Guidry
Melissa  haley
rebecca  hamilton
Annette M hamilton
Donna  harler
Crisandra l harris
Judy M harsch
Mary  hatfield
Mary helen  hayden
Stacy D heard
Catherine  hebert
Suzanne  hecht
Michelle  heide
Doris  heim
Tracy  hellriegel
Stacy  hennessey (roark)
Liz r henshaw
Pamela J hensler
Latasha  herndon
Clare  hiatt
Carrie  higbie
Cynthia A hill
Amanda L hitchcock
Ginger W hogeland
Admira  holland
elizabeth  hook
Julie a hopper

TheIWLA proudly welcomes  and congratulates:

Lisa  hopper
Leslie  howard-Scott
Mary  howell
beth  howlett
Pamela  huddleston bickford
Margaret D hughhley-
Fowlkes
Alice  hunt
Maggie  hurtado
Mary beth  hutches
Michelle  Jackson
ellen  Jacoby
Amanda  Jefferson
Kelly A Jeffrey
helen A Jenkins
Mary elms Johnson
Kellie  Johnson
Gabrielle elena Johnson
Mary Jo  Johnson
Ann C Joyce
Marilyn (hintz) Kaminski
Sofia D Kangas
Jobeth  Kavanaugh
Cynthia Alexandra  
Kazibutowski
Stephanie b Kegler
Krista  Kerr
valerie  Keyes
elizabeth W Keyloun
Carla  Keys
Judith  Kielty

Maria A Kirkeeng
Lisa D Kirkland
Michelle  Klimesh
Leslie  Krichko
Lisa M Kualii
Christine b Kuhn
Tatania  Kurbatov
Mary e Land
Kim  Lane
Gina L Lauffer
Debbie  Laut
Diane L Law
Margaret J Lee
bethany  Lee-Lehner
harriet  Lehrer
Tanya  Lindley
Marie Flore  Lindor 
Latortue
Julia A  Lindsey
nora  Loftus
Angie  Lohr
Cynthia  Long
Je wal  Lorvick
Lisa  Lotito-byers
Mary  Lucot
Dora  Lujan
Kathleen A LuPone
ironda C Lynce
Laura  Mac ban
Tonya  Macer
Joanne K Machalaba
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TheIWLA proudly welcomes  and congratulates:

Judith  Mackenzie
Lynn  MacKenzie
Melissa S Mahaney
Carol  Maher
Suzanne  Manis-Paine
Janet  Marotta
Julianne  Martensen
Paulette Denise  Martin
heather  Martin
Michelle  Martinez
Cindy J Marvin
Sherri  McClane
Debbie J McCloskey
Susan  McGrory
Sandi  McKeny
Christina  McKinney
Margaret  McLoughlin
Latosha Y Mcrae
Carla  Merner
Jennifer  Meyers
Lydia M Migus
Carole elizabeth Miller
elsie  Misuk
erika  Mitchell
Christine  Molnar
Millicent  Monk
Joan  Montgomery
Felicia  Montgomery
Michelle  Montgomery
barbara T Moody
Lisa  Moore Soeurt
Yvonne  Morrow

Mary Ann  Mull
Monica C Mullholland
Stephanie  Munchel
Wendy  Murphy
ora  nadrich
Marilyn  napier
Jacqueline  naughton
Joan  nazarenko
Jane  needles
Diane  nemer
Julie  nichols
elaine  ninberg
Jodi L nishida
Kim  nott
Gail  obaseki
Courtney L oblinski
Juliet  okereke
Kelly Mayfair owens
Mary eW Packard
nancy  Pajaro
rebecca A Pajich
Mary  Paolone
Minister Tanya e Partin 
Lawton
Dawn  Patterson
Deborah M Payne
Lyris  Peak
Suzanne  Pennacchio
Diane  Peressini
Dianne M Perez
brittany  Perkins
Jennifer  Peters

Mary  Piciocchi
Jeanne  Pincha-Tulley
Mary Lou  Pomainville
Kasandra  Ponzio-Gandara
Alena  Poremsky
Carmelina  Procaccini
Kathleen  Prock
Amanda  Pugh
Kristin M Pugh
Santasha  Quarles
Donna  Quibell
Darlene  Quinlin
Kathy  randle
Donna  rees
Maureen  reidy Witt
Gaby L rengifo
Agnes  rey Giraud
holly  reynolds
Joanne Grealy richter
Cindy  riley
Mary Lynn  ritchey
Mary C roberts
beth  roberts
robin  robinson
heike  roeder
Jennifer  ross
Megan n roy
Cynthia M  ruggiero
ella  ruggles
Angela  Sackett
Jennifer  Saiz
Jennifer M Samuel
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TheIWLA proudly welcomes  and congratulates:

Mary Lou  San blise
Cindy  Sanderson
Michelle  Sartor
Michelle  Sartor
Christine  Satory
Pamela  Scannell
April C Scarbrough
Carol M Schafer
Sonya r Schleeper
robin  Schmid
Diana  Schneider
ellen G Schraa
Mary-Frances  Scully
Sheila  Sembly-Crum
Lue  Sharp
Kim  Shawbold
Michelle  Shelton
Lisa  Sheridan
bettyanne  Sherrer
ramonia  Sherwood
omaemo  Shobola
Julia  Siffrin
rachel  Silsdorf
Christine  Simonelli
Sharon  Sinclair
Amy n Slonaker
Joanne  Smith
Carolyn  Smith
Christine  Smith
elizabeth Fola Akobieri  Somoye

Aprilene  Soriano
Toni Mohammed Spera
Carlenia J Springer
Trisha C Squires
Susan  Steinhauer
Angela  Stevenson
Lucy b Stocco
Lisa M Stultz
Suzanne C Swanson
Deborah A Taylor
Lisa  Tempel
Gail Y Thomas
Karen  Thomas hutchinson
Mary L Thompson
Deborah  Thorne
Krista  Thorne-Yocam
Mary  Thrash
Camy  Thumwood
Susanne  Towill
LaTrisha M Trahan
Tiffany  Travillion
Gordana  Traycoff
Christine  Trefanenko
Mary Lynne  underwood
elizabeth L up de Graff
Delia  vetter
Jacqueline  volkart
Lauren J Wachtler
Lauri  Wallace
Karla M Wallace

Mary T Walsh
Deborah  Walsworth
Grace W Wang’ombe
Anne M Ward
Sarah Mazique Ware
Gwen D Warshaw
Lori  Webb
Jennifer  Whiteaker-
hevelone
Carol S Whitney
Kristin L Wilhite
Jamie L Wilkinson
Joyce  Williams
Cynthia F Williams
Cecelia L Williams
Dr Thora F Williams bA Med 
MScedD
Amy Lynne Winski
beverley  Wise
Danica reigh Wood
Pat eh Woodard
Sylvia  Woods
Deborah  Wood-Schade
Melissa Lynch Woolford
Sharon L Wright
Jeanne C Yenco
elizabeth  Young
Sandy  Young
Marlene (Marla)  Zamora
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A writer and researcher originally from 
the uS, Laura has lived in Geneva, Swit-
zerland since 2001 and splits her time 
between Geneva and the mountains 
of France’s haute Savoie. in addition to 
her work with inspirational Woman, she 
has written on aspects of life abroad for 

Meet the Editors

beth Johnston is an entrepreneur of 
the truest kind.  Known for her creative 
thinking in tandem with a strong math-
ematical mind, beth has started and sold 
3 businesses, consulted, coached and 
been an invited speaker at graduate-lev-
el classes and business events.

As the oldest daughter in a large family, 
beth says she was born in to manage-
ment and learned good listening skills 
sitting around the dining room table.  

A believer that need and opportunity 
are a winning combination, beth is ea-
ger to take on new solution-based proj-
ects that serve large communities and 
fill niches.

At her core is the belief that cooperation 
trumps competition and that collabora-

tive relationships are not only smart, but 
sensible:  team-work promotes engage-
ment, empowers and leverages oppor-
tunities for faster growth, production 
and output. 

beth is the Founder of The international 
Women’s Leadership Association (Thei-
WLA) and currently serves as its execu-
tive Director and continues to do moti-
vational coaching.

As the Managing editor of inspirational 
Woman Magazine (iWM), beth sees yet 
another opportunity to be of service 
to women around the world through 
iWM’s thematic editorial format com-
bined with articles featuring outstand-
ing women of leadership.  This is yet an-
other way TheiWLA promotes ongoing 
communication…. 

for women    by women    about women

JetSettlers and hello Switzerland maga-
zines. her interests include travel and 
dance. 

Find Laura on Twitter @lauratheexpat 
and Linkedin.

Beth Johnston
MAnAGinG eDiTor

Laura Messenger
LAYouT eDiTor AnD ProoFreADer

http://twitter.com/Lauratheexpat
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Anne Sourbeer 
MorriS: 
UnexpecTed pAThWAys: 
The JoUrneys of WoMen 
In The Workforce

ed.D. (AKA “Dr. Anne”) 
www.futuresinspired.com
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The volume offers generational perspective on the 
lives of these women, who share intimate thoughts 
about the impact of life on their career journeys. 
The stories and the lessons shared by each author 
are rich in inspiration.

The reader may view Unexpected Pathways as a 
study of the 23 women brought together in the vol-
ume by both design and serendipity. The volume 
shares the stories of individual women who em-
barked upon unique and personal journeys – often 
quite unexpected journeys - yet the stories shared 
may reflect the stories of many women finding their 
way in life.  

From the beginning it was our mission to tell the 
stories of women’s career pathways. our goal was 
and is to inspire women and girls to follow their 
dreams. our charge was not to recount the stories 
of those who were considered to be “famous”…
but to tell the stories of women who have quietly, 
or sometimes not so quietly, embarked upon “un-
expected” career and life journeys. There is much 
to be learned as the reader meets each chapter 
author and considers the account of her journey. 
Unexpected Pathways: The Journeys of Women in 
the Workforce is available on Amazon.com and at 
https://www.createspace.com/5194061 

When you are open to the possibilities…who 
knows where life will lead?

be inspired!

Dr. Anne

Unexpected Pathways: The Journeys of Women in the 
Workforce presents narratives about the career-life 
pathways of 23 women – “The Women of unex-
pected Pathways” - representing five life decades. 
The stories are stories of greatness and fragility…
stories of determination, perseverance, and heal-
ing…stories of courage, resilience, and love…sto-
ries of faith, survival, and victory!  

read more about Anne here.

http://theiwla.com/member-profile/anne-sourbeer-morris/
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CAtherine MiCh: 
reflecTIons on BeIng The ArTIsT 

of yoUr oWn lIfe’s Work 

“To create is to make something whole from the pieces of our lives and, in the process, 
to become more whole ourselves, seeing with more clarity each of those pieces, un-
derstanding where they fit, how they matter. It is a healing act, a leave-taking from 
the chaos as one moves from the choppy surface toward the stillness of the center.”
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These words of Jan Phillips in 
her remarkable work Marry Your 
Muse bring new meaning to this 
evolutionary process. Some-
times it can sound very simple 
and even painless. Truth to tell, 
this process of connecting with 
your inner muse, trusting that 
muse, and having the courage to 
make significant decisions out of 
this ground of being is a big step 
on the evolutionary scale of hu-
man development.  There are so 
many people, roles, and institu-
tions that are encouraging you 
to do otherwise. Your “life’s work” 
in this context is not your job. it is 
so much more.

Stories shared with clients, 
friends, and colleagues led me 
to believe that one of the key 
steps in this process is chang-
ing the pace of our lives. As long 
as you allow yourself to ever be 
“on the run,” to ever have the 
back-to-back packed calendar of 
events, there will never be time 
to experience quiet moments 
alone, time to connect with that 
still small voice within, who en-
courages you to follow your own 
drumbeat and connect with the 
core passions that make you 
who you are. initially, it can take 
an act of will to slow the action 
in your own personal movie and 
set aside for a break in the action. 
The good news is that the more 
you do this, the greater the ben-
efit you see and feel in your life. 
remember, you are worth it! read more about Catherine here.

As quiet time alone becomes an 
integral part of your life, that still, 
small voice is easier to hear, your 
own unique drumbeat is audible, 
and your own unique dance can 
be created. The playwright ugo 
betti puts it well when he says, 
“…you are, how can i tell you, a 
piece of good news.” in this his-
torical era, it is so important for 
women to connect with their 
own “good news” and manifest it 
in song and story. it is an integral 
part of re-balancing the mascu-
line-feminine dynamic on Planet 
earth. 

Folktales can often enlighten and 
inspire this journey of growing 
into who you really are. one tale 
that is particularly applicable is 
that of “The Red Shoes.” if you have 
a copy of Women Who Run with 
the Wolves by Clarissa Pinkola-
estes, this folktale appears in its 
entirety in Chapter 8. it is also 
available when you Google “The 
Red Handmade Shoes.” 

This tale tells the story of a poor 
young girl, who trades her cher-
ished handmade cloth shoes for 
red shoes of Moroccan leather in 
conjunction with giving over her 
life to the desires and dictates of 
a wealthy old woman. She expe-
riences soul famine, and this soul 
starvation causes many prob-
lematic events in her life there-
after. You can read about those 
happenings for yourself. in some 
versions the poor young girl is 

named Karen. Soul famine and 
the accompanying phenomenon 
of the injured intuitive self are 
all too common realities in our 
world today.

it is a fascinating process for each 
of us to become friends with our 
intuitive self, as this is the medi-
um where soul and spirit speak 
to us of our purpose for being 
here on Planet earth. Since each 
of us is here with a unique set of 
gifts, it is key to building the life 
we love to discover our one-of-
a-kind contribution at life’s table. 
This takes time, quiet reflection, 
commitment, and belief in your-
self. each of us has so much more 
talent, creativity, energy, and soul 
life than we will ever know.  

in growing the artist within, you 
are feeding your soul, trusting 
your inner muse, and hopefully 
connecting more closely with 
your unique reason for riding this 
planet at this time.  To describe 
this process as an easy one is not 
giving the process its due.  As the 
poet Mary oliver suggests in her 
poem “The Journey,” which ap-
pears in her work entitled Dream 
Work, “we are saving the only life 
we could save” with this process. 
The good news is that we can 
encourage and help each other 
along the path of this journey. 
best we get on with it!

http://theiwla.com/member-profile/catherine-mich-2/
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beverly 
JoneS-Durr

i was born in birmingham Alabama and grew up 
with amazing parents. My mother was a domestic 
and my father worked for united States Steel. My 
parents taught me lots of things, much like most 
parents today…to be honest, work hard and to love 
God. Those have been the tools i’ve used all my life. 
i knew at an early age that i was destined for great-
ness. i know that might sound arrogant, but it isn’t 
meant to be. When i married my husband harry on 
December 23, 1974, i was eighteen years old. i still 
had that yearning for greatness but life got in the 
way of my pursuit. once married my soldier hus-
band moved us to Germany. i had never been on 

a plane or traveled outside the united States. Little 
did i know, but my journey to greatness had just be-
gun. being an Army wife opened doors for me with 
every relocation move that would lead me closer to 
my purpose.

We traveled europe visiting Switzerland, France, 
Spain, Prague and several other places that opened 
my eyes to the beauties of the world. i met many 
people who seemed to be searching for their great-
ness just as much as me. i began to realize that i 
needed to do more, to search more for my pur-
pose…my greatness so i took a job. i was hired by 
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Beverly at work for the Army, taken a few days 
before the stroke

the Department of the Army to 
work as a supply clerk. i was ex-
cited, but i quickly realized that 
the regimen and discipline of the 
Army was not something i could 
take lightly. The Army when i 
started to work in 1987 was still 
a boy’s club. being an outspo-
ken woman was a little out of the 
box for them. it didn’t matter, i 
was very determined to apply 
the principles my parents taught 
me…to be honest, to work hard 
and to love God. These principles 
served me well.

i was fortunate to complete my 
education and secure a bachelor 
degree in early Childhood educa-
tion as well as Legal Policy. i also 
earned my Master’s in Contract 
Management. needless to say i 
progressed up the ladder of suc-

cess in my field. All was well until 
Feb 6, 2010. That was the day ev-
erything changed. i didn’t know 
it then, but i had been experienc-
ing for days transient ischemic 
attacks, referred to as a “minor 
stroke” that occurs when a blood 
clot blocks an artery for a short 
time. i was such a determined 
worker that i ignored the symp-
toms. i actually chalked it up to 
being clumsy because i stumbled 
a few times and dropped things i 
was holding. i figured i just need-
ed to take a few minutes to relax. 
it’s the stress of the day. At least 
that’s what i told myself. it wasn’t. 
one day at work during a meet-
ing i found myself totally unable 
to understand the words spoken. 
it was as if they were speaking in 
a foreign language. i was alarmed 
but still not enough to seek help. 
upon arriving home, my speech 
became slurred and my vision 
blurry. That scared me enough 
to call 911. When i arrived at the 
emergency room i was told i had 
experienced a stroke. i could not 
feel the right side of my body. i 
understood what was said to me 
however i could no longer speak.

Can you imagine how it feels to 
have people surrounding you 
speaking and you can’t speak 
back? it’s horrible. i heard two 
nurses discussing my condition 
and one nurse said that more 
than likely i’d always require as-
sistance to walk and may never 
speak again. They didn’t know i 

heard, but i can’t tell you how an-
gry i was hearing them. i leaned 
on God. i knew i was not living in 
my purpose and i prayed that it 
wasn’t too late. i worked hard to 
prove them wrong. After several 
months of intense therapy i was 
not only walking without assis-
tance but God gave me back my 
voice. i vowed to use it in the way 
God intended…to empower and 
encourage others. i had discov-
ered my purpose.

The stroke changed me. i no lon-
ger had that determined drive 
for the work i was doing. i was 
being pulled to shift my concen-
tration elsewhere. i had come to 
a fork in the road and i had to 
make a choice. i was scared, but 
i made the choice to retire early 
from federal service. The Depart-
ment of The Army had a program 
that enabled me to do so and on 
September 30, 2011 i officially re-
tired. i love working with people, 
especially women and children. 
My philosophy is simple. it’s tak-
en from the African proverb that 
states, “it takes a village to raise a 
child.” i believe that it takes a vil-
lage to raise a child and to sup-
port the mothers who nurture 
them. i don’t have to give you 
statistics about how many chil-
dren are growing up today in 
single parent households or how 
many of those single parents are 
women. i was raised not to sim-
ply see the problem, but develop 
a solution. The Army taught me 
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Beverly during recovery after stroke

that if i bring a problem to the 
arena i must also bring possible 
solutions. in other words don’t 
just whine about it, do some-
thing about it. 

everyone, but especially women, 
children and young adults need 
empowerment. They are often 
struggling without the neces-
sary tools to manage the peaks 
and valleys of everyday life. every 
parent wants to develop a child 
who becomes a successful adult. 
often parents themselves are 
young and ill-equipped to nur-
ture and develop a child. They 
were children once and perhaps 
didn’t learn the lessons needed 
to parent a child. We can bash 
their character in the media and 
shame them for the position they 
are in or we can become an active 
member within the proverbial 
village it takes to raise a child. We 
can become the bridge that en-
ables them to cross over into an 
environment that teaches man-
agement skills for those ups and 
downs, nurtures growth, encour-
ages and empowers self-esteem 
and confidence. This is what i was 
created to do…this is my great-
ness. it is the purpose for my life. 
it is my divine natural anointing 
(DnA).

As founder of beverly Jones-Durr 
enterprises LLC, i am an Author, 
Artist, Motivational Speaker and 
Life experience Coach. i have 
created programs that nurture, 

encourage and develop life 
skills through writing and pub-
lic speaking workshops, webi-
nars and events. My programs 
include Every Child Has a Story 
which enhances the self-esteem 
and confidence of children and 
young adults through writing, art 
and the development of public 
speaking skills. Every Child Has a 
Story includes, Writing Workshop 
for Teens and Pre-Teens, Public 
Speaking and Leadership Devel-
opment for Teens and Pre-Teens. 

The Writing Workshops are 
unique and custom-tailored for 
ages 8 and above. Through posi-
tive thinking and creative expres-
sive methods, we inspire writers 
of all levels to be courageous 
enough to think outside of the 
box and express their dreams, 
interests and desires on paper in 
ways that are beneficial, elevat-
ing, and self-motivating. 

The Writing Workshop Goals are 
simple: 

 � Building a safe and productive 
writing community

 � Establish Workshop rituals 
and rules

 � Develop the understanding that 
writing has meaning 

 � Generate lots of thinking, talk-
ing and writing.

 � Publish a completed story 
(Leather Bound Hard Copy)

The Public Speaking and Lead-

ership Development Workshops 
are intended to help students 
age 8 and above gain confidence 
by writing, presenting a variety of 
speeches, and performing varies 
leadership roles. These speeches 
will be thoroughly researched 
and filled with personal creativ-
ity. by taking an active part in this 
course, the young student will 
have the opportunity to develop 
skills and gain the self-confidence 
needed to be a dynamic speaker. 
Students are presented the basic 
elements of a speech: the intro-
duction, the body and the con-
clusion. Students will learn how 
to use their voices with clarity. 
The use of body gestures, facial 
expressions as well as eye con-
tact requires careful instruction. 
Students have at their disposal 
speaking tips, preparation assis-
tance, guidance in constructing 
the proper speech and various 
speaking objectives meant to 
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read more about beverly here.

Beverly at her retirement celebration

increase their speak-
ing skills and fine tune 
their poise while having 
fun. each speech will be 
evaluated by peers in 
leadership roles. These 
roles help in developing 
leadership skills by pro-
viding feedback on pre-
sentation, delivery and 
construction. improve-
ment suggestions will 
also be offered as well 
as acknowledgement of 
skills learned and per-
formed.

Public Speaking and Leadership Development 
Workshop Goals:

 � Develop ability to speak with clarity
 � Express thoughts with confidence
 � Master the skill to develop, write and present a 

speech 
 � Present ideas convincingly with confidence
 � Develop and nurture leadership skills

For the women, My Sistahs are Doing it is a program 
developed to include a diverse group of women of 
various ages, ethnicity, and backgrounds converg-
ing together to learn, support and encourage each 
other through the many challenges of life. Women 
are the natural nurturers of children and as members 
of this proverbial village it takes to raise a child…
they also need support. This program offers that in 
the form of books, handouts, virtual social groups, 
webinars and workshops. My Sistahs are Doing it 
provides leadership skills, strategies and guidance 
needed to enable women to manage the peaks and 
valleys of everyday life, empower and support their 
amazing children and live their best lives.

i am living my best life. it truly feels like i have come 
a long way. There is nothing greater than knowing 
you have not only discovered your purpose, but are 
actually living and embracing it with every breath 
you take. 

Connect with Beverly Jones-Durr 
Website: www.beverlyjonesdurr.org
Books: www.amazon.com/author/beverlyjonesdurr

Social Networks
www.instagram.com/bjdenterprises
www.facebook.com/beverlyjonesdurrenterprises
www.twitter.com/Bevjonesdurr
www.linkedin.com/in/beverlyjonesdurr 
I am a member of Toastmasters International, Women Speakers 
Association (WSA), International Women’s Leadership Associa-
tion (IWLA), International Membership of Professional Advisors, 
Coaches and Trainers (IMPACT) and the International Association 
of Professional Life Coaches (IAPLC). My latest book, “Nurturing a 
Grateful Heart: The Power of Possibilities has been selected as one 
of the Top 10 Inspirational Books by Aspire Magazine. 

http://theiwla.com/member-profile/beverly-jones-durr/
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Where There’s A 
WIll, There’s A WAy 

(if you hAve the 
CourAge)

so. I began thinking about this issue’s 
theme and what it means to me. After 
all, the word resolve is as strong as it 
sounds. it is an attribute i believe we all 
have. Think about it – there is something 
i am sure you have been determined to 
do – absolutely resolute about. but ask 
yourself this: What good is resolve with-
out courage? Let me explain. “Where 
there’s a will there’s a way” is a proverb 
we all hear a lot - be it in business or in 
everyday life. but is simply willing some-
thing to happen enough? Well, of course 
not - otherwise we would all be million-
aires through wishing alone!

it is courage i want us to focus on, as it 
really is the backbone of resolve. The 
word originates from the Latin word cor, 
meaning heart. Courage reveals itself in 
many forms – in small, everyday ways, 
be it found in the boardroom or in meet-
ings or tested in the face of peer pres-
sure. You may be resolute about a plan 
or idea, but courage is the true catalyst 
for action. 

According to Sheila Johnson, American 
businesswoman, co-founder of televi-
sion network beT, Ceo of Salamander 
hotels and resorts, and the first black 

g e o r g i n a  Wa t e r h o u s e
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American female billionaire, “A person who is coura-
geous in business is one who can take a different road, 
be unique, a person with high standards and integrity 
who does not lose focus…”

Courage and resolve go hand in hand. For us wom-
en and as entrepreneurs, it is important that we 
nurture and develop these two traits to ensure the 
best chances of success. So, here are some insights i 
would like to share, gathered from the strong, reso-
lute, courageous, and successful women i know…

Determination

Do you have an idea you truly believe in? Then it’s of 
absolute importance that you, as an entrepreneur, 
have the resolve to stick with it. of course, there 
will be setbacks and doubters, not to mention the 
numerous challenges ahead. but if you don’t have 
the courage to see it through in spite of these chal-
lenges, then it will be very hard to succeed. i cannot 
tell you how many times i have heard, “Oh, that will 
never work”… “The market is already too crowded”… 
“You are just a small fish in a big pond”…. but be-
lieve me, if you are brave enough to act in line with 
what you believe – you will discover (despite the 
so-called odds) opportunities, business leads, and 
true supporters worth their weight in gold.

Take the initiative 

Don’t just stand there and wait for something to 
happen. Go with what feels right - go get it, and at 

all times be kind. however, try to act in the best in-
terest of others, and make decisions that serve the 
greatest long term good, even if that may be at the 
expense of short-term personal gain.

Don’t wait for instructions

Waiting for permission from someone to go after 
what you want or believe? Are you waiting for in-
structions on how to do it - a ready-made plan? Well, 
you will be waiting for a long time. Someone i once 
worked for taught me that when faced with a crisis, 
it’s better to go ahead, act, and be wrong than to 
just sit back and do nothing. This is something that i 
believe to be generally true. however, it takes cour-
age to do it. but it is how you will develop, learn, 
grow, and go on to succeed. 

Go on - say it (but think before you speak)

Sometimes you will find yourself in a situation 
in which a payoff appears certain if you agree 
with the consensus, despite your opinions. it 
may seem safer in the short term, but resolve 
means saying what needs to be said, no matter 
how awkward and uncomfortable it feels. As a 
writer and a communicator, i should, of course, 
advise you to pause, take a moment, and de-
liver that message in the best possible way 
– rather than suffering a total foot-in-mouth 
moment. in business and in life, having cru-
cial conversations helps break the tension and 
move through issues.

Georgina Waterhouse is a British writer living in Italy following a six-year stint in Zurich, 
Switzerland. She is the founder of The W Agency (the-w-agency.ch) – a communications and 
copywriting agency working with retail, finance, and sports brands to develop content, taglines, and 
advertising campaigns. When not writing, she is furiously pondering what she needs to write while 
sipping tea and eating way too much Italian food. Her favorite quote about passion is from Eve Sawyer 
(author and writer): “Never underestimate the power of passion.”

http://www.the-w-agency.co.uk/
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resolve To evolve  
With your DeCiSion 

CoMpASS 

s u z a n a  p e t r o z z i

In our increasingly busy lives we are faced with 
so many choices and decisions to make. Some of 
these decisions may be small whilst others are life 
changing. These life changing decisions can create 
anxiety and discomfort. For example, the decision 
about what to wear or what to eat for lunch may not 
bring up as much anxiety as the more life changing 
decisions such as deciding to change your job or end 
a relationship. Most of us have experienced having 
to make life changing decisions one time or another. 

i personally had to make some big decisions in my 
business over the past year. i knew i was outgrow-
ing my psychology practice and that i needed to 
follow my increasing passion for speaking and de-
livering online programs. i knew i wanted to keep 
the practice so i had to hire psychology associates 
who could continue offering a great professional 
service to both old and new clients. 

At first when i made the decision to step away from 
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private practice i was scared 
about how it was all going to 
work out. i asked a lot of “how?” 
questions which brought up 
doubt and uncertainty which is 
typical for anyone going through 
a transition. i felt lost. There was 
no going back to the old yet the 
new ways were only starting to 
evolve. it was a real test of trust in 
what i wanted for myself. Along 
the way i regularly checked-in 
with myself about whether i had 
made the right decision. but the 
answer i got was always “Yes, I 
had made the right decision”. This 
made sense because deep down 
i wanted to grow and stretch my-
self more into the person that i 
truly am and to me that is always 
a good indicator for having made 
the right decision. 

Whenever i make a ’resolve to 
evolve’ by deciding to do some-
thing bigger and better i turn to a 
simple technique called Decision 
Compass which i use to help de-
termine whether the decision i’ve 
made is right for me. it is also one 
i use with my clients and they love 
it! here’s what you have to do:

Suzana (Suzi) Petrozzi  is a director, consultant wellness psychologist and life coach at Petrozzi 
Wellness Centre. She is an expert in helping people step into their potential and live a life of purpose. She 
works with elite athletes, singers, actors, writers and other artists and helps them move past obstacles to 
achieve optimal performance.

Suzi works alongside her husband John Petrozzi who is a chiropractor at their Petrozzi Wellness Centre 
in Leichhardt. Their centre provides holistic services including chiropractic, psychology/life coaching 
and massage to local community and beyond. http://www.petrozziwellness.com.au

1. Find a quiet place, sit down 
and close your eyes. 

2. Take a few deep breaths: in 
through the nose and out 
through the mouth. This helps 
to clear your busy mind.

3. Continue to breath in through 
the nose and out through the 
mouth and ‘let go’ of all the 
chatter. 

4. Allow yourself to completely 
come to a place of stillness. 

5. Now, feel the energy of the de-
cision you’ve made and want 
to make. 

6. Notice, where the energy of 
your decision is coming from: 
head, heart or your gut/solar 
plexus.

if the energy of your decision is 
coming mainly from your head, 
it’s likely that you feel compelled 
to make a decision based on your 
“shoulds, musts, have tos”. in oth-
er words, decisions made purely 
from the head is driven by both 

internal and external pressure to 
be something we are not yet do-
ing. 

 if the energy of the decision is 
coming mainly from your heart it 
is likely that the decision is based 
solely on emotion. be sure you 
are not making decisions out of 
fear or extreme excitement as 
this can cost you in the long term. 

but if the energy of your decision 
is coming from your gut or solar 
plexus region you can safely say 
this decision is from a place of 
centeredness, your inner wisdom 
or higher Self. When the head, 
heart and gut are all aligned in 
the decision we’ve made that is a 
bonus!

The more in tune we are with 
what is important to us and the 
more committed we are to mak-
ing a ‘resolve to evolve’ into the 
person that we truly are, the eas-
ier it becomes to ‘know’ which 
decision is right for you. Just re-
member to use your Decision 
Compass and you’re bound to 
stay on track!
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resolve Is The   
enD gAMe

Common €ents

e l c h o  s t e w a r t

However determined we are to 
achieve financial success, it can-
not be obtained without having a 
“how-to” plan. how do we measure 
success when it means different 
things to different people? To ne-
glect those import considerations 
could mean the difference between 
lasting success - and failure. it is em-
powering to seek to find a solution 
to a problem or, the more proactive, 

to find a course of action. it implies 
that we are not being passive but 
that we have a road map on how to 
achieve our goal. That course of ac-
tion validates the saying: “if you fail 
to plan, you plan to fail.” 

There is a reason why the average 
lottery winner ends up socioeco-
nomically worse off within five years 
of winning. Without resolve, what 
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Elcho Stewart is an Independent Advisor in the financial sector  specializing in individual and small 
business financial security planning.  With 19-years experience, Elcho uses a common-sense approach 
to Key-man, partnership funding, critical illness, long term care, RRSPs, savings, education savings, 
and life insurance solutions  for “…everyday people planning for the financial security of their fami-
lies, businesses, communities, and countries.”

Her natural thirst for knowledge and being guided by the Golden Rule contribute to Elcho’s high level of 
integrity, honesty, and loyalty to the customers she serves.

appears to be success 
is actually the begin-
ning of chaos. having 
bought the ticket and 
imagined success, they 
lacked the knowledge 
on how to proceed to 
the end. it is almost 
counterintuitive to say 
that they limited them-
selves to winning, but 
successful people know 
that the prize is just 
the beginning. Keep-
ing and/or growing the 
cache is the other part 
of the equation. resolve 
is that which takes us 
through every stage in 
life with consideration 
for the end game. 

Likewise, it is admira-
ble to be able to save 
large sums of money, 
but what is the money 
meant for? envisioning 
the purpose often de-
termines how much one 
saves in the first place. it 
also affects one’s quality 
of life, spending habit, 
health, retirement, phi-
lanthropy, leisure, and 
so on. At what stage 

can you afford to pur-
chase a house without 
risking financial and so-
cial ruination if you be-
come unemployed or 
suffer ill health? Do you 
have enough to give to 
your favorite charity or 
take a vacation without 
suffering from anxiety? 
There are individuals 
who have sufficient sav-
ings to live a comfort-
able and debt-free life, 
yet they live in fear of 
not having enough. 
Some live extremely 
frugal lives – at or be-
low poverty level - only 
for others to discover af-
ter their death that they 
were near or actually 
wealthy. They lived and 
died without enjoying a 
healthy standard of liv-
ing that they could have 
actually afforded. That 
is the opposite of those 
who live above their 
means – but the price 
paid includes compro-
mised health, love and 
belonging, stress, and 
bad credit, all of which 
could have been avoid-

ed. one does not accu-
mulate wealth for the 
sake of wealth accumu-
lation. At the very least, 
we save in order to take 
advantage of oppor-
tunities based on our 
unique circumstances 
at every age and stage 
of life.

resolve is that first step 
in your firm determi-
nation to achieve your 
particular financial goal. 
The next step is to use 
the tools available to 
you. These include the 
services of registered 
professionals of differ-
ent regulatory regimes: 
banks, insurance advi-
sors, investment advi-
sors, mortgage brokers, 
lawyers, and/or accoun-
tants. All of these pro-
fessionals have access 
to online programs that 
will assist you with bud-
gets, tax planning, will 
planning, health and 
income replacement 
risks, etc. it is wise to go 
beyond that and enlist 
the assistance of a cer-

tified financial planner 
or a registered financial 
planner (CFPs or rFPs).

CFPs/rFPs integrate all 
that you have been do-
ing with the different 
registered professionals 
into a more comprehen-
sive portfolio-planning 
exercise - usually for a 
reasonable, flat fee. it is 
up to you to make sure 
that s/he creates a cus-
tom-tailored program 
based on your unique 
circumstance, dreams, 
wants, and needs.  

When you approach 
your financial goals 
with resolve, your plan 
will include your grow-
ing and changing needs 
and, therefore, can with-
stand the test of time. 
You not only take own-
ership of the process, 
but you also get to dic-
tate the results.
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M a u r e e n  c r e s e n c i a  k a m b a r a m i

I hope I am not the only one who cannot believe that we 
are already half way through the year 2015. It seems like 
yesterday when I sat, pen in hand, scribbling New year reso-
lutions on a piece of paper, a paper that has conveniently 
gone missing now. however, i have firmly resolved to focus on 
myself instead and ensure that the remainder of this year will 
see me grow into a new “me.” With each birthday we celebrate, 
others must not only see the addition of a few grey hairs and 
wrinkles but must also see how we have developed on a spiri-
tual or emotional level. 

resolve To 
 groW
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how can one achieve inner growth?

 • Learn to be positive, or, like they say, speak 
life unto your situation. never underestimate 
the power of positivity. Positive words have the 
power to bring life to a dead situation in amazing 
ways. The happiest people in life are not the ones 
who have all of life’s luxuries 
but the ones who have learnt 
to be happy in whatever situ-
ation they find themselves. if 
you fall into the trap of setting 
conditions for your happiness, 
you will realize that happiness 
will always elude you because 
with each set of satisfied con-
ditions, you will need another 
set to satisfy the previous con-
ditions. 

 • Open your heart to new 
possibilities. remember 
that nothing is permanent 
in this world except change. 
We are constantly changing, 
constantly evolving. We learn 
from our mistakes and be-
come better people through 
those experiences. 

 • Have courage. Do not limit 
yourself because of fear. Any-
thing is possible, and you can 
achieve whatever you set your 
heart on. one thing i love about being a woman is 
the fact that as women, we have this courageous 
trait. Worldwide, women carry the most burdens 
and take the most risks and are carers. behind ev-
ery successful man, there is a woman (a mother, 
wife or sister). Many women have, singlehanded-
ly, raised children who turned out to become suc-
cessful leaders of our times. i was raised by one 

courageous woman who made sure that i under-
stood from a tender age that my circumstances 
were not permanent and did not define who i was. 
She taught me to rise above my circumstances 
and to face the world with courage. Yes, i was the 
daughter of a domestic worker, but that did not 
mean that i could not change my circumstances 

and become a successful busi-
nesswoman in the future.i am 
glad for the hardships that i 
faced because they made me 
a better person, moulded me 
into a woman who is passionate 
about up lifting other women. A 
woman who can say to others, “i 
understand what you are going 
through, because i have been 
there myself. however, what i 
can tell you is that this situation 
is temporary. You can achieve 
whatever goals you set for your-
self.” 

 • Be true to yourself. it does 
not matter what other people 
think or say about you - what 
matters is what you think about 
yourself because you are the 
only person that matters. Too 
often we let other people’s com-
ments put us down or distract 
us. We are all on a journey on 
this earthly life, and there is no 
referee or coach. Do not waste 

time trying to play “referee” or “coach.” remember 
you only get one chance to live, so make the most 
of it. 

 • Spend quality time with yourself more often. 
The joys of the modern world include the fast 
pace of life and the resultant hectic schedule. it is 
easy to lose yourself within this mad rush of being 

...you do not 
need to spend 
the whole of 

your life on a 
wrong course. 

You can always 
go back to the 

drawing board 
and change 

your destination 
if need be. 
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Maureen Cresencia Kambarami is a qualified social worker based in South Africa. She holds bachelor’s 
and master’s degrees in social work, both from the University of Fort Hare, South Africa. She currently 
works in the field of HIV/AIDS, and her special focus is women and children. Some of her work is outlined 
in her master’s thesis entitled The experiences of women of their HIV/AIDS status disclosure to sexual 
partners: An exploratory study of Magunje Township, Zimbabwe (LAP Lambert Company, 2011). 
Maureen is also involved in family counseling. She can be reached at maureenlike@gmail.com.

a woman, wife, mother, friend, partner, sister, aunt, 
or grandmother. Take stock of the day’s events, ei-
ther in the comfort of your own bed or in a relaxing 
warm bath, before you go to sleep each day. As-
sess, evaluate, cancel, and implement new plans 
and ideas. remember you do not need to spend 
the whole of your life on a wrong course. You can 
always go back to the drawing board and change 
your destination if need be. This reminds me of my 
first year at varsity College. We were all so excited 
at taking this huge leap in our lives that some of 
us ended up choosing the wrong majors. i can still 
see my bespectacled professor, standing before 
us and informing us that we did not need to be 
on the wrong course forever and we could change 
to other courses if we so wished. i was one of the 
first students to grab that opportunity. i was just 
so grateful that i had been given a second chance 
to steer my life in the direction i wanted. 

 • Be kind to yourself. Change doesn’t happen 
overnight. When you stray from your path, 
don’t be too harsh on yourself. Just remind 
yourself about your goals, dust yourself gen-
tly, and pick up from where you left. The good 
thing about life is that change is constant. We 
constantly have to adjust and re-adjust to new 
situations in all aspects of our lives. Whenever 
i do relationship counseling, i am confronted 
with the same complaints about couples com-
plaining about their partners’ refusal to change 
some personality traits that are annoying. My 
answer is always the same: that “the traits that 
were developed over a period of many years 
cannot be undone in one day.” it takes time to 
change, and you need to be gentle and kind to 
yourself and to others.
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A pIcTUre cAn sAy 
More ThAn  

A thouSAnD WorDS
B e c k y  p a r o z

i

Want

To

have

resolve

need

resolve

Work hard                            need resolve 

And i realize as i stare at the photo that 
makes up my screen when i minimize the 

distraction in front of me i have been trying 
to resolve that being the resolve to in fact 

write about resolve, that i;
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Am caught in a pop culture reference for my semi 
quasi sesqui sential central character development 
about myself and that is that i;

Know nothing

About 

resolve

When i realize that the photo i stare at shows 
everything about resolve

as it was built by hand and toil and danger and 
sweat combined 

to make an existence we photograph as we go on 
tours designed

to make us think about our resolve and i resolve;
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That despite the very obvious comparison to a life that 

while difficult in the extreme to have lived and made it thru

this far is certainly nothing when compared to the time 

and labor and effort and significant work 

that had gone into providing subsidence for an entire 
community 

that the people who have crafted

what i look at as i ponder my resolve to be 

eloquent about resolve that i simply cannot get past that no 
matter

how good a writer, how gifted and a crafter 

of an engaging and arranged piece of literature, that i;

Who thought she knew a thing or 2 about eloquence and 
resolve;

in fact have absolutely no idea, and i realize that i;

Know nothing;

About 

resolve
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That hasn’t been described a thousand times over in every 
etch of this beautiful and breathtaking view that i was 
fortunate to visit on a never ending story that was magical 
and magic all together along with all the other things i saw 
and tried

and bought and made sure was extra fried 

and then he, driver of the taxi, told me that he was lucky to 
speak english 

because his first 4 siblings had to “make rice” all day which 
was the sum of things

as all the work required to be sure that the outcome desire 
was encapsulated

in its generations of entirety of tending to the fields

in what is similar to this photo that i gaze at so wonderfully 

in remembrance 

and enjoy the very thought of 

while entire families made enough 

to feed themselves and i think that i;

Maybe
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 have a thing or 2 to learn to try to give a go to attempt 
once or maybe even twice more again because i have a 

lot of chances to have been something else that is not me 
right now and all the things that i have had and maybe that 

i worked for them is something in itself that i could be the 
fortunate recipient of the wonderfulness of being born into 
a culture that let me learn to read when in this one it takes 4 

children, 2 parents and 1 successful rice field for the fifth child 
to maybe have a chance to learn how to speak english well 

enough to drive some tourists around the island at whatever 
o’clock they want and ponder about the very existence of life 
as they drink a local beverage while watching the sun go up 
sun go down and enjoying the feel of the sand in their toes 

while the driver’s family hopes he makes enough to take care 
of the family and the sick parents and the cost of schooling 

and the effort of refueling and the hours that are grueling so 
that maybe one of them can eat too and i know that i;

resolve 

That i 

Must 
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Absolutely and quite clearly tip him 
ever so dearly and make sure that it 
large enough to

overwhelm my slowly mounting guilt 
that no matter how

 many homily anomalies that discourse 
through this social lobotomy

 whereby i see these daily “inspirations” 
over media shared most gaily

 and liked and like and shared again in 
case you missed the sharing

of it the first time and anyway 

i paid him a large tip for the day

to make my guilt go away and stay 

and i spent more than i have planned to 
let into play

 but it was a shopping kind of day
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Becky Paroz is known for her use of humor to challenge everything. She is motivated to pass on her 
lessons learned to assist and educate the next generation of leaders to become high achievers like her-
self. She is now published around the world in several co-authored books and is releasing two of her own 
books this year - something she is looking forward to very much.

And i so i look at this amazing photo no longer 
with a sense of guilt and awe 

and think of the amazing ancestors and what has 
gone before. 

i sit and gaze and think these people do this every 
day and hope to make it through. 

That is their resolve and the thing that they must do. 

i resolve no more but only this i cannot use this word 
so freely any more and only say, that, if i need it 

one day, 

that i might in fact be able to say based on all my 
experiences but maybe in comparison, in a way

with another who is not me but might see my 
surround as a paradise 

and maybe it would make them think twice 

before they throw it all away

and i would give it another try 

again 

maybe 

just add 

a little… 

rice….
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